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M RANGE
PUSHER DISCONNECTORS
UP TO 52kV
1250A 25kA/3 secs.
Switch Overview
The MLE range of M type disconnectors is a cost effective, reliable, 
and low maintenance design. The use of nickel plated solid copper 
switching blades dispenses with the need for flexible cables and 
pantographs that historically have been proved to be a source of 
trouble. The hinge end contacts are of the self cleaning design with 
independent pressure springs on each side. The whole assembly makes 
for a very robust and reliable design.
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Principal features:

Cost effective design• 
Compact size and low mass• 
Low operating toque required• 
High fault-making capacity• 

Correct operating rod movement in all mounting positions• 
Self cleaning hinge contacts• 
Open slotted base for versatile mounting• 
No flexible cables of pantographs used• 
Long life, low maintenance design• 
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M RANGE PUSHER DISCONNECTORS
UP TO 52kV

CURRENT RATINGS
Current ratings of up to 1250A, with short time currents of up to 
25kA for 3 seconds, can be achieved in line with IEC 62271-102. 
The M range can be supplied with fault make capability, meaning 
the switches are able to withstand fault making currents up to 25kA 
peak.

INSULATORS
All insulators used meet the requirements of IEC 60694. Either 
porcelain or composite insulators can be fitted. Composite 
insulators show a significant weight saving over porcelain, 
particularly where higher creepages are required.

CONTACTS
The main and hinge end moving contacts are of the female type 
and are designed to exert additional pressure on the fixed contacts 
during short-circuit conditions. All contacts are manufactured from 
hard drawn high conductivity (H.D.H.C.) copper and have a hard 
nickel plated finish. 

Contact pressure is maintained by stainless steel conical springs. 
Pressures are set during final assembly at works and require no 
further adjustment or maintenance.

POLE GUIDES AND BEARINGS
Pole guides of the pivoting type are available which offer virtually 
frictionless support. They are designed to be attached to wooden, 
steel, or concrete poles. All pivots and bearings are made from 
corrosion resistant stainless steel running in brass bearings. No 
maintenance is required.

CONNECTOR PADS
All connector pads are manufactured from HDHC copper and have 
a hard nickel plated finish as standard.

A 14mm diameter hole and a 14mm x 20mm slot at 41.5mm 
centres are provided for connections.

EARTH BLADES
All equipment can be supplied with mechanically interlocked earth 
blades on ‘Live Side’ or ‘Dead Side’ if required. By fitting spring 
closing mechanisms fault-making capability of 25kApk can be 
achieved.
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M RANGE PUSHER DISCONNECTORS
UP TO 52kV

MOUNTING ARRANGEMENTS
The disconnectors are available in single, double, or triple pole 
form as standard. Multiple arrangements are available at special 
request.

They are suitable for horizontal or vertical mounting on wooden, 
steel or concrete poles. When vertically mounted the operating 
rods maintains its correct orientation, i.e. in tension when opening. 
This last point is an important safety consideration.

All types of disconnectors are fitted with open type slotted bases 
and clamping plates. This arrangement together with one piece 
phase coupling tube (which can be fitted separately) greatly 
simplifies the erection process. All ferrous metal parts and 
mounting steelwork have hot-dipped galvanised finish.

ORDERING INFORMATION
Please provide the maximum possible information at the time 
of placing your order. In particular we need to know the service 
voltage, insulation level, interrupting capacity, and insulator 
creepage distance required.

Receipt of this information with the order will save time-consuming 
correspondence and avoid unnecessary delays in submitting 
drawings for approval.

SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS
We are always ready to consider any special requirements 
regarding the specifications or arrangement of our equipment.

AVAILIBILITY
Morris Line Engineering has established a global distribution 
network which operates in over 25 countries.

Agents and trading partners represent the Company across Europe, 
the Middle East, the Far East and Africa.
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M RANGE PUSHER DISCONNECTORS
UP TO 52kV
LOAD BREAK SWITCHES
The fitting of MLE interrupter heads converts the basic type M disconnector into a 
type ML load break switch. The principle of operation is shown diagrammatically and 
explained below. Please note that the maximum service voltage is 36kV.
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OPERATION  
(Refer to diagrams)

A.  Switch closed. 
Blue line indicates current flow through main 
contacts. Interrupter does not carry current.

B.  Start of opening sequence. 
Main contacts have parted. All current now 
flows through the interrupter. Transfer 
contact maintains a continuous circuit 
between main contacts parting and the blade 
probe engaging with the operating arm. 
During the movement from ‘A’ to ‘B’ opening 
and resetting springs are charged.

C.  Further movement of the blade from that 
shown by position ‘B’ causes retaining catch 
to be released. The interrupter moving 
contact including trailer, due to the action 
of the opening spring, shoots upwards at 
high speed to create a separation from the 
interrupter fixed contacts. 

 The separation of the interrupter contacts is 
maintained through to ‘C’ when subsequent 
movement of the blade causes blade probe 
to part company with the operating arm, 
which falls back, by the action of the resetting 
spring, to a closed position of the interrupter.

D.  Shows the position taken by the interrupter 
with a switch in the open position
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M RANGE PUSHER DISCONNECTORS
UP TO 52kV

PRINCIPLE OF INTERRUPTION
The duration of separation of the interrupter contacts is sufficient 
to interrupt all currents within the specified range, before the 
contacts reclose to position ‘D’. Arcing times of currents up to 400A 
are about 1/50th of a second. 

Interruption is caused by a self-generated gas at high pressure in 
the space occupied by the arc column. As the interrupter contacts 
part an arc is drawn in the plastic-lined bore of the interrupter 
body. The arc is squeezed into the annular space between the 
clearance of the trailer and the bore. During arcing, energy in the 
form of gas is released from the trailer which is moulded from a 
compound of acrylic and cellulose powders which, under arcing 
conditions, release sufficient proportion of gases and have a low 
carbonisation rate since carbon atoms in the molecular structure 
are protected by hydrogen atoms, the build-up of the dielectric 
strength of the gas is greater than the breakdown strength of the 
rate of rise of  the recovery voltage and an interruption occurs. 

CLOSING OF SWITCH
The circuit is energised by the blade probe first touching the 
transfer contact, which also acts as a making contact. Further 
movement of the blade causes the blade probe to get behind the 
operating arm and main contact to be established.
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FIELD APPLICATION OF MLE LOAD BREAK SWITCHES

Service Voltage
Breaking Capacities

Transformer
Off Load 

Transformer
Full Load Line Charging

12kV 25A 400A 30A

24kV 20A 400A 25A

36kV 10A 400A 16A
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The basic M range disconnector can be supplied as a load break 
switch or can be combined with drop out fuses. The equipment 
shown below has both these features. The insulators are made of 
silicone rubber which allows ease of handling and operation.
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M RANGE PUSHER DISCONNECTORS
UP TO 52kV
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M RANGE PUSHER DISCONNECTORS
UP TO 52kV
DISCONNECTOR-FUSES AND SWITCH-FUSES 
The basis of this equipment is either the type M disconnector, or the type ML load break switch. Either type of equipment can be combined with 
a variety of fuse arrangements to meet the requirements of most distribution systems.
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The following combinations are currently available: 

Types M/EF & ML/EF A three phase gang operated disconnector or load break switch
fitted with a single pole drop out expulsion fuse on each phase.

Types M/CLF & ML/CLF

A three phase gang operated disconnector or load break switch
fitted with a single pole drop out current limiting fuse on each
phase.

Higher fuse link ratings can be supplied by replacing the drop out
arrangement with fixed fuse mounts and two, three or four current
limiting fuses in parallel on each phase.

To overcome the problems associated with ‘single phasing’ caused 
when only one fuse in a supply blows, MLE have developed a 
unique system. The design is designated a ‘Trip-All Phase Unit’ 
(T.A.P.). 

The principle of operation is that in the event that one or more of 
the T.A.P. fuses blow, the fuse (or fuses) will swing downwards and 
strike a tripping bar. The tripping bar will release a spring-charged 

mechanism which in turn will open the switch and isolate all three 
phases. The switch can also be operated manually for normal 
switching operations. 

On 12kV switches, the tripping mechanism is an integral part of 
the switch. On 36kV switches, the tripping mechanism is housed 
in a separate unit which forms part of the operating mechanism.

TRIP-ALL PHASE UNIT (T.A.P.) 

Ratings
Service 
Voltage

Fuse Interrupting 
Capacity

Fuse Link 
Ratings

12kV 8kA 1-100A

24kV 8kA 1-100A

36kV 8kA 1-100A

Ratings
Service 
Voltage

Fuse Interrupting 
Capacity

Fuse Link 
Ratings

Transformer 
Rating

12kV 40kA 5-100A 1000kVA

24kV 25kA 5-40A 1000kVA

36kV 16kA 5-31.5A 1000kVA
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M RANGE PUSHER DISCONNECTORS
UP TO 52kV
TYPICAL OUTLINE AND MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT FOR TYPE M 
DISCONNECTORS & TYPE ML LOAD BREAK SWITCHES
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M RANGE PUSHER DISCONNECTORS
UP TO 52kV
TYPICAL OUTLINE AND MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT FOR 12KV TYPE M 
DISCONNECTORS & TYPE ML LOAD BREAK SWITCHES WITH HOOKSTICK 
OPERATING MECHANISM
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Morris Line Engineering reserves the right to amend specifications and 
designs without notice. All information contained in this catalogue is for 
guidance only.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION
Product M Range
Rated Voltage Up to 52kV

Rated Continuous Current Up to 1250A 

Frequency 50/60Hz 

Short Time Current Up to 25kA/3secs. 

Load Breaking Capacity Up to 400A

Fault Making Capacity Up to 25kApk

M RANGE PUSHER DISCONNECTORS
UP TO 52kV
TYPICAL OUTLINE AND MOUNTING ARRANGEMENT
FOR TYPES M/EF, M/CLF, ML/EF & ML/CLF
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